This study investigates the influence of shape on figure/ground assignment. We measure the influence of axiality -a measure of how well a shape is described by a skeletal representation -on border ownership (f/g assignment) by pitting axiality against symmetry, a known figure/ground cue. The axiality is defined via the description length of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) skeleton for a shape. We designed a display in which an axial shape shares a common boundary with a symmetric shape, and used two methods to assess perceived f/g assignment along the common boundary: a local method, the motion probe task, and a global one, an explicit verbal response. Experiment 1, using the motion probe method, found a systematic influence of axiality on border ownership assignment: the shape with stronger axiality tends more often to be perceived as figure, that is, to own the common boundary. The results from Experiment 2 confirm that such effect of axiality was consistent for global f/g assignment as well. We conclude that (a) the axiality has an influence on f/g assignment, so global (from all contour points) and local (only near the motion probe) axialties of shapes predict border ownership, and (b) the contour of the shared boundary is perceptually "owned" by the skeleton that best explains the shape.
When two regions share a common border, one side is perceived as figure and the other side as ground. The shared border is owned only by figure not by ground (Rubin, 1921; Koffka, 1935; Rubin, 1958; Kanizsa and Gerbino, 1976; Rock, 1983) . This border ownership is supported by the existence of "border ownership coding" cells in monkey's visual cortex (Zhou et al., 2000; Qui and von der Heydt, 2005) that actively respond only when the test receptive field can be interpreted as a preferred side of a figural border in its context. The border ownership is coupled with surface structure interpretation in the parsed scene in which the figure is interpreted as a visible area of an object, occluding the ground, and the ground as an extended area behind the figural object. Thus, the figure that owns the shared border is perceived as a closer surface than the ground (Rubin, 1958) . Since most of objects in the visual field are either occluding or are occluded by other, the border ownership interpretation is necessary in order to parse the scene.
Thus, in f/g assignment, two regions sharing a common contour compete for the ownership of the border (Rock, 1983; Peterson and Gibson, 1993; Gibson and Peterson, 1994; Peterson and Gibson, 1994a,b; Zhou et al., 2000; Peterson and Skow-Grant, 2003; Qui and von der Heydt, 2005; Froyen et al., 2010) . In the competition, any individual point on the boundary can be owned by either side, which determines which side is figural. An example of this competition, similar to the display tested in the experiments below, is shown in Figure 1 . In this example, bounded contours define two shapes abutting with each other, and these two shapes compete to own the shared border between them and to be perceived as figure as well. Note that one side is symmetric and the other is not. The non-symmetric region will be called axial shape region because it generally exhibits strong skeletal structure, a quality we later seek to quantify. According to the well known preference of symmetry as figure, the symmetric region in Figure 1 should be perceived as figure in this competition (Bahnsen, 1928; Kanizsa and Gerbino, 1976; Rock, 1983; Driver et al., 1992) . However, in this example, the axial shape seems equally and sometimes even more easily perceived as figure, even though it does not have symmetry cue. This example shows that not only one cue, such as symmetry, but the whole shape itself influences on f/g perception. Many other cues on f/g have been identified so far, such as convexity (Kanizsa and Gerbino, 1976; Pomerantz and Kubovy, 1986; Driver and Baylis, 1995; Peterson and Salvagio, 2008) , parallelism (Metzger, 1936) (as cited in Rock (1983) ), orientation (Koffka, 1935) , size of area (Rubin, 1958; Koffka, 1935) , and part salience (Hoffman and Singh, 1997) , but so far only a few authors have considered the effect of global geometry of shape, so the influence of the whole shape on f/g assignment is poorly understood. Thus, in this study we seek to understand the influence of shapes on f/g.
In order to study the potential influence of shape skeleton on f/g assignment, we sought to compare shapes of varying degrees of axiality -a measure of how well a shape is described by its skeletal representation -with a well known figural cue, symmetry. We constructed displays in which an axial shape shares a border with a mirror symmetric shape, and then manipulated the degree of axiality while maintaining symmetry of the other side. We hypothesized that the determination of which side owns the boundary in the competition would be influenced by the skeletal representation of shapes on both sides. The resolution of border ownership in this competition promises to shed light on the role of the shape's skeletal representation on f/g organization.
Competitive models of f/g assignment have been proposed, but most have not been developed in a quantitative way. Peterson and her colleagues have found that more meaningful shapes were perceived as figure longer in f/g reversals in the competition between symmetric shapes and meaningful shapes (Peterson and Gibson, 1993; Gibson and Peterson, 1994; Peterson and Gibson, 1994a; Peterson and Skow-Grant, 2003; Peterson and Gibson, 1994b ). Yet they emphasized the influence of object recognition process on f/g assignment rather the influence of geometry of the shapes. Besides, Kim and Feldman (2009) have studied the competition between shapes on f/g assignment and showed that there exists conflict between global cues and local cues resulting locally reversed f/g assignment in which local border ownership can be reversed. However, they did not provide any model of how the global and local cues interact in this competition. Therefore, in this study, we suggest a quantitative model for this competition of shapes in f/g assignment that can explain the interaction between global and local cues.
MAP Skeleton and Axiality
Skeletal representation have been used as visual form representation in many studies since Blum (1973) introduced the "medial axis." The medial axis transform (MAT) is the set of points that are the centers of circles inscribing the contour of a shape, and, thus, that are equidistant from the contour (Blum, 1973; Blum and Nagel, 1978) . This representation has been used in many perceptual grouping and object recognition studies as well as many high-level theories of shapes (Burbeck and Pizer, 1995; Siddiqi and Kimia, 1995; Kimia, 2003; Feldman and Singh, 2006) : for example, shape theories such as "core" by Burbeck and Pizer (1995) and "shock graphs" by Siddiqi and Kimia (1995) . However, the influence of skeletal representation of shape on f/g assignment has not been investigated yet (Kimia, 2003 ).
An alternative account of shape is maximum a posteriori (MAP) skeletons presented by Feldman and Singh (2006) . The MAT has problems of forking at the rectangular ends and generating spurious branches due to sensitivity to contour noise, but MAP skeleton does not fork in the rectangle and is robust against the contour noise (Blum and Nagel, 1978; Feldman and Singh, 2006) . Their algorithm for MAP estimates more plausible skeleton by trading off between the complexity cost due to added branches and benefit from the added accuracy due to the improved fit in Bayesian method than MAT. Examples of MAP skeletons compared with medial axes in Figure 2 show that the MAP skeletons are more plausible than MAT. In addition, This MAP skeleton provides a quantitative account for shape representation with its posterior probability.
MAP skeleton is associated with the maximum posterior probability given an observed shape.
This posterior probability of a skeleton for a given shape with Bayes rule is expressed in Equation
1
. It is computed with (a) likelihood function, p(SHAPE | SKEL), that is the probability density function of the contour points of a shape, which is assumed to be grown from a skeleton ; and (b) prior probability of a skeleton, p(SKEL), which represents the simplicity (or complexity) of the (2006) skeleton (Feldman and Singh, 2006) .
The negative logarithm of this posterior probability, as in Equation 2, is called description length.
It is a measure to quantify how a model summarizes data (Barron et al., 1998) , so, in this case of shape representation, the description length of a skeleton measures how well a shape, taken as data, is explained by its skeleton, as its model. This quantity reflects both the fit of the skeleton to the shape, the first term in Equation 2; and the complexity of the skeleton in the first place, the second term in the same equation. The third term here is constant because we assume that p(SHAPE) is same for all shapes.
Since MAP skeleton has the maximum posterior probability as mentioned above, it corresponds to the minimum description length (Rissanen, 1983; Feldman and Singh, 2006) . We define here this magnitude of minimum description length as axiality, and it is expressed in Equation 3.
We define two different axialities, local axiality and global axiality, to see any difference in their influence on f/g. The following explains how we define those two with a shape polygon that is an approximate continuous and smooth shape contour. Shape contour is drawn as a polygon with n vertices, as shown in blue dots in Figure 3 . Each contour point, x i , is connected to one or more skeletal points by a rib whose characters determine the likelihood function (Feldman and Singh, 2006) .
Under the assumption that the contour points are independent conditioned on the skeleton, we define individual description length of a single point as local axiality. This quantity is computed with (a) the prior for MAP skeleton, p(SKEL MAP ); and (b) likelihood only at one contour point,
. Figure 4 schematizes the concept of local axiality for the example previously shown in Figure 1 . . In other words, the global axiality is defined with (a) the summation of strengths of the rib connection between a skeletal point and a contour point (log-likelihood sum);
and (b) the complexity of the MAP skeleton (prior). Therefore, the global axiality quantifies how well the whole shape fits an axial description along with the complexity of that description in the Bayesian shape generating model, while local axiality quantifies how well individual contour point fits in the same model.
With this definition for axiality, we expect that the shape with stronger axiality would tend to win the competition to own the border between two sides. The particular boundary type we consider here is the one whose one side is symmetric and the other side is axial. One example of the competition in this study is shown in Figure 5 .
Since an axial side is always displayed with its complementary symmetric side in the competition tested here, the axiality of the axial shape is normalized by the axiality of its complementary symmetric shape to relative axiality. This normalization is a logarithm of the ratio of two posterior probabilities for the shapes, as in Equation 6 where ax and sym stand for axial shape and symmetric shape, respectively. This is reduced as a simple subtraction of the two axialities, as in Equation 7.
We expect such relative axiality would globally and locally influence the border ownership for this Figure 6 : Schematic diagram of motion probe. Triangle wave on the shared border between two regions is animated by alternating the amplitude while the areas of two regions near the probe are maintained. The small wiggling on the boundary is perceived occurring on the region that owns the border.
particular boundary with axial and symmetric shapes.
To detect the border ownership, we use the motion probe suggested by Kim and Feldman (2009) .
Conventionally, studies of f/g assignment have explicitly asked subjects which region was perceived as figure in the test displays (Rubin, 1921; Driver et al., 1992; Peterson and Gibson, 1994a; Vecera and O'Reilly, 1998 ). Yet this conventional method cannot detect possible reversed border ownership due to conflict between local and global f/g cues which is pointed out by Kim and Feldman (2009) . The motion probe used here is a small perturbation on the shared boundary contour between two regions as shown in Figure 6 . The contour motion is perceived being occurred only on the figural region (Barenholtz and Feldman, 2006; Kim and Feldman, 2009 ), so the response of which region moved reflects local f/g and border ownership that is perceived independently at a local boundary contour.
We used the motion probe to assess local f/g in Experiment 1, while we used the conventional method for global f/g assignment in Experiment 2.
Experiments 2.1 Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we investigated how the axiality of shape influences the border ownership globally and locally with the motion probe that measured the ownership. The stimulus in this experiment was a scene with two shapes, axial and symmetric regions, sharing a common border that two shapes were competing to own, as shown in Figure 7 . On the shared border between two shapes, a motion probe was located to probe subject's perception for which side owns the border: whether axial shape side or symmetric shape side. While the axiality of the axial shapes were varied, the response of axial shape was perceived as owning the border was recorded, and the influences of global and local axialities on the responses were analyzed.
Methods
Subjects. The 28 subjects were tested. Subjects were psychology undergraduates at Rutgers University, and five of them participated for cash payments ($10 per hour) and 23 of them for course credits.
Apparatus. The experiment was conducted on a AppleG4 computer. Stimuli were presented on a 17 inch color monitor (1152× 864 pixel at 82 Hz) connected to the computer. Viewing distance was approximately 57 cm from the monitor, and stimulus display subtended a maximum of 864 pixels horizontally and vertically.
Stimuli. The stimuli were computer-generated 2D image sequences consisting of axial and symmetric shape polygons and filled with solid colors without any disparity cue as shown in Figure 7 .
To make each stimulus with axial and symmetric shape regions, we generated (1) a base skeleton;
(2) the axial shape grown from the skeleton; and (3) the complementary symmetric shape generated by mirroring one side of the contour of the axial shape. The base skeleton is made from a sine wave with one period as shown in Figure 8 (Left). The amplitude of the wave was varied, and sign of the amplitude that changes the shape of wave form was randomly selected. Then, additional axes were added at random positions with random angles as shown in Figure 8 (Right). The range of this sine wave was scaled by 50 pixels so that the length of the base skeleton was around 314 pixels. Figure 9: Generation of the axial shape region with ribs. Shape contour points are grown from skeletal points with a constant length of rib that connects skeletal points and the contour points.
The skeleton was rotated 90
• , and an axial shape was grown with a constant rib length from the skeleton, as shown in Figure 9 . One side of the contour of the axial shape was mirrored so that they made a symmetric shape contour and translated parallel until the areas of axial and symmetric shapes were equal. Some of the example of the pair are shown in Figure 10 . The pair of axial and symmetric shape contours was filled with randomly selected colors: The luminance (Y value) of two colors was selected in the range from 16 to 135 in YCbCr scale and fixed same for both shapes, and the background was gray. The pair was rotated in random angle between 60
• and 120
• .
Figure 10: Examples of axial shape regions grown from generative skeletons and their corresponding symmetric shape regions sharing the border.
Motion Probe. The motion probe was a triangle wave with one period with 20-pixel lengths. It was animated by two sets of alternating its amplitude, for example, two sets of first positive and then negative amplitude waves. The wave form was randomly located on the shared border between the axial and symmetric regions, and it was ensured that its center was positioned on the rim of the circle with radius 18 pixels whose center on the monitor's center so that the whole stimulus with the motion probe was located near the center of the screen.
Design. Four factors were varied to generate a random axial shape for each trial: (1) three amplitudes of base axis in skeleton (0.25, 0.5, or 1 pixels), (2) two numbers of axes in the skeleton in total (including the base axis) (2 or 3), (3) three rib lengths (30, 50, or 70 pixels) and (4) two levels of stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) (400 or 800 ms). The motion probe answer of which side was moved for each stimulus was recorded. We measured the rate of axial shape response in which axial shape was perceived as figure and, thus, owns the border point at the probe location. The conflict of global and local f/g assignment implies that border owning is not a binary process but locally graded process (Kim and Feldman, 2009 ). Then, measured border ownership at each point is not a binary quantity but should be represented as a probability in which the strength of the perception of figural region.
Procedure. For each stimuli condition, the responses were repeatedly measured 22 times. Order of presentation of conditions was randomized for each subject. The processes of each test display were as follows: (1) display of fixation mark that was a white cross hair with length of 50 pixels by 50 pixels and width of 4 pixels for 400ms on the center of the gray screen that was same background color as the stimuli; (2) stimulus display without the probe for the SOA; (3) stimulus display with the motion probe for 400ms in which the wave alternated four times, each wave display for 100ms; (4) the original stimulus display without the motion probe for 10ms; and (5) the question screen with color cells at the center of the gray screen. The procedure is schematized in Figure 11 . Subjects were asked to respond for motion probe by selecting a color in the question screen in which two color was randomly located in two cells, as shown in Figure 12 . Subjects were asked to press f key on the key board when the color for region that vibrated was in the left cell or j key when the color was in the right cell. The key strokes, which key was pressed, were recorded. The rates of axial response in which the axial shape region was perceived as figure were computed. 
Results and Discussion
Analysis of Variance showed the main effect of rib length on the axial response rate was significant (F (2, 21168) = 6.7795, p = 0.001139), but the other variables, amplitude, number of axes of the base skeleton, and SOA, did not yield any significant effect. The plot of axial response rate and rib length is shown in Figure 13 . The ANOVA result shows that the narrower axial shape, the less it is perceived as figure, which seems to be inconsistent with the expected influence of axiality on f/g because generally the narrower shape has the shorter description length and consequently stronger axiality. However, axiality of the shape is constituted altogether with the factors to generate shapes in this experiment, i.e., amplitude, rib length, and number of axes, and their influences on axiality are not easily separated. Thus, to see the effect of axiality itself, we modeled axial response rate as a function of axiality rather the separate factors.
We analyzed the probability of the border ownership on the side of the axial shape at the motion probe as a function of global axiality and local axiality. In this analysis, global axiality contained the sum of log-likelihoods along all 100 contour points (n = 100) in Equation 5, and local axiality was computed with the log-likelihoods of two closest contour points from the probe (n = 2) in Equation Figure 13 : Axial response rate as a function of rib length. Error bars represent ± one standard error.
As rib length gets longer, the axial shape region was more often perceived as figure. point but generally in between two contour points of the border of the test stimuli. The points related to local axiality are illustrated in Figure 3 , in which cyan dot stands for motion probe, and two magenta dots for two nearest contour points, and the local axiality was computed with the log-likelihoods only for the two magenta dots.
We used a logistic regression model (generalized linear model with logit link) (McCullagh and Nelder, 1990) for both global and local axiality cases with all subject data and estimated the probability of axial response, p, as a function of axiality, a, as follows in Equation 8, in which b 1 is a coefficient, and a is the relative axiality.
For global axiality, we got the significant regression result in which the coefficient b 1 = −4.556e
(p = 8.48e −8 ). The estimated probability of axial response,p, was reconstructed from the model in Equation 8 with this b 1 , and it is shown in Figure 14 . The chi-square test of its deviance difference was significant (p = 5.714974e −8 ), so this model was better than the null model. The probability decreased as the description length gets longer, showing that the axiality influences axial shape response: the stronger axiality, the more often the axial shape owned the border.
We also found that local axiality was a significant predictor of response as b 1 = −2.104e
Figure 14: Regression result for global axiality. Logistic regression, showing the probability of axial response as a function of axiality. The x-axis is relative axiality of the axial shape, and the y-axis is the probability of axial response. Blue line is the estimated probability from the regression result. Red dots are binned axial response rate.
(p = 0.00266). The chi-square test of its deviance difference was also significant (p = 0.002305639), showing that this model was also better than the null model. As shown in Figure 15 , the axiality had similar effect though the estimated probability was less steeply decreasing.
Such results show a systematic influence of axiality on border ownership: the stronger axial shape, the more often it was perceived as owning the border. In other words, the shape that was represented with the skeleton of simpler description length and higher posterior probability was more likely to be perceived as figure and owning the border.
Then, we tested a general linear model of the axial shape response probability with both global and local axiality data together, as follows in Equation 9 in which p is the probability of axial response, w g is a coefficient for global axiality, g is the global axiality, w l is a coefficient for local axiality, l is the local axiality, and w g×l is the coefficient for interaction between global and local axialities.
As a result, the global axiality data coefficient w g = −4.896e −12 was significant (p = 3.41e −06 ), while the local data coefficient was not significant. The chi-square test of its deviance difference Figure 15 : Regression result for local axiality. Logistic regression, showing the probability of axial response as a function of axiality. The x-axis is relative axiality of the axial shape, and the y-axis is the probability of axial response. Blue line is the estimated probability from the regression result. Red dots are binned axial response rate.
was significant (p = 2.845985e −7 ), so this model was better than the null model. Such results mean that the global axiality data tended to dominate f/g assignment. We speculate that is the reason of why the estimated probability in local axiality data was less steep than in the global axiality data.
In addition, there was no significant interaction between global and local axialities, and that shows that the global and local axialities independently influence on f/g assignment.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we used displays identical to those in Experiment 1 but used a conventional subjective method to get the response for f/g assignment, in which subjects were asked to answer explicitly which color region was figure. We applied the same analyses to this data to show whether the global f/g assignment was influenced by the axiality.
Methods
Subject. 15 subjects were tested. The subjects were psychology undergraduates at Rutgers university and received course credit for the participation.
Stimuli, Design, and Procedure. Stimuli, Design, and Procedure were same as in Experiment 1, but the subject task for each trial was explicit question: what color region was in front of the other. Thus, in the whole sequence of displays, only the motion probe duration was removed, but other procedures were maintained same as in Experiment 1. Subjects were asked to respond by pressing keys : f key when the color for the front region of the other was in the left cell, or j key when the color for the front region was in the right cell in the color cells.
Results and Discussion
ANOVA showed that the main effect of rib length on the axial response rate was significant (F (2, 11340) = 6.7399, p = 0.001187). The plot of axial response rate for each rib length is shown in Figure 16 . Such result means the shorter rib length, resulting narrower shape, was perceived more often as figure, and this is consistent with that when a shape is narrower, its has stronger axiality so that this leads the more axial shape response. There was also significant interaction between rib length and number of axes axes (F (2, 11340) = 4.9538, p = 0.007072), and the mean axial response rates are shown in Figure 17 . However, as discussed previously, our main interest is not the effect of individual factors but the effect of axiality contributed from all the factors together. Thus, the probability of axial response was modeled a function of global axiality as in Equation 8. showing the probability of axial response as a function of axiality. The x-axis is relative axiality of the axial shape, and the y-axis is the probability of axial response. Blue line is the estimated probability from the regression result. Red dots are binned axial response rate.
We found a significant influence of axiality on axial response rate (b 1 = −1.7094e −11 , p = 1.7927e −31 ). As shown in Figure 18 , the estimated probability decreased, which was consistent with Experiment 1's, showing that the axiality influenced the axial shape response rate. Thus, the stronger axiality of the axial shape, the more often it was perceived as figure in f/g assignment.
The similar decreasing of the probability of axial response shows that the motion probe responses and conventional explicit verbal response were consistent. Besides, the verbal response data shows steeper decreasing than the motion probe data. This can be explained that only motion probe can measure the conflict between global and local f/g cues, so the verbal task data does not show any conflict and, therefore, steeper decreasing pattern.
General Discussion
We found that as the axiality of the axial region got stronger, probability that axial shape would be perceived as figure in each competition, increased. This systematic influence of axiality on border ownership and f/g assignment was consistent in both experiments. This result shows that the shape with stronger axiality, described better with its MAP skeleton, was more often perceived as figure, and the region won the border as well. In the competition between shapes, the quantitative measure of axiality of shape predicted gradual strength of figural perception. Such a result implies that the MAP skeleton plays an important role in perceptual organization: the skeleton is not only a good description of shape but also a good predictor for how surfaces are reconstructed in human vision.
Axiality has defined as a measure to quantify the global shape structure with the description length of the shape's MAP skeleton, as in Equation 3, computed from the posterior probability of the skeleton. The posterior is computed as the product of (a) likelihood of the shape about the skeleton, which is the probability that a shape is grown from its MAP skeleton; and (b) prior probability of the skeleton, which is the measure of how simple the MAP skeleton is. Note that these two factors are conflicting; for example, too simple skeleton can cause less likelihood, and more likelihood may mean that the skeleton is too complex. MAP skeleton is selected as the one maximizing the result that balances these two. Thus, it is hard to say which one characteristic of a shape is the feature to make the shape has stronger or weaker axiality, and the stimuli used in this study also have factors that altogether interactively contributed the axiality. The presented results show that this integrated measure of axiality can predict the gradual border ownership strength in f/g assignment.
Hence, axiality is a good quantitative summary of shape representing its global geometric structure and determining the organization. This can be interpreted that the higher level of axiality means stronger organization of the object. In this way, the better skeleton provides the better organization of image data, allowing the stronger solution to the problem of relative surface structure: which side owns the border contour.
To see local and global effects, we have defined two types of axiality: local one with sum of only two log-likelihoods near the motion probe, and global one with sum of log-likelihoods along all contour points, under the assumption that individual ribs that connect a contour point and a skeletal point are independent. Since the rib characteristics determine the likelihood value, the local likelihood is also independent with each other, so it is not guaranteed that both global and local axialities have similar effects. Nevertheless, our data in Experiment 1 showed that the relation between probability of axial response and axiality consistently decreased both in global and local cases. Although we have not tested every point on the shared border as a location of motion probe, it is a reasonable guess that the pattern of the relation between axial response rate and the local axiality would similarly decrease since out motion probe locations that have tested in Experiment 1 were randomly selected. Thus, we can conclude that individual contour point on the shared border tends to be explained by the side with a stronger axiality, and the winning skeleton perceptually owns the contour points locally as well.
Such influence of skeleton strongly supports that f/g assignment is influenced by higher and global level processes, such as shape recognition induced by the global shape structure. This is consistent with Neurophysiological models in which top-down feedback from the global visual processing for context of scene enters lower areas such as border ownership decision process (Lamme, 1995; Zhou et al., 2000) . Lamme (1995) suggested that the output signal from higher visual processes reenters the lower area; and Zhou et al. (2000) found that the border ownership cells responded only when the context is interpreted as that the border is on a figure. Also, many researchers in cognitive psychology have argued the models in which higher level visual processes influence the lower level processes, such as f/g assignment (Rock, 1983; Gibson, 1993, 1994a; Driver and Baylis, 1995; O'Reilly, 1998, 2000; Vecera et al., 2004) . There are disagreements among the models of how and when the higher processes influence the lower processes. Gibson (1993, 1994a) suggested the "parallel model" in which f/g assignment is not required to precede than recognition, and competition between two-object recognition for both sides of an edge are processed in parallel before the f/g assignment; and, on the other hand, O'Reilly (1998, 2000) suggested an "interactive model" in which f/g assignment must precede object recognition. In spite of that, those models are in agreement with the findings here that the higher level process, axiality of shape, contributes to the lower level, f/g assignment.
Therefore, axiality from the higher level of visual processes helps to resolve the competition of border ownership in f/g assignment. In that sense, the MAP skeleton explaining and owning the shape contour can be considered as a type of "concentrated information" about a shape (Attneave, 1954 ) that summarizes interaction between global and local features. In the future, many other aspects for the skeletal representation of shape and axiality can be studied such as (1) link between stronger axiality and higher "salience" in f/g assignment (Hoffman and Singh, 1997) ; and (2) competition of skeletons for figure perception along open not-bounded contours.
Conclusion
In this study, we studied how skeletal representation of shape affects f/g assignment. We suggest a measure of axiality that captures the quantitative, operational, and objective degree of strength of how the MAP skeleton based on Bayesian method describes a shape. The axiality is quantified by the log of the skeletal posterior. The experiments here presented demonstrated that axiality plays an important role to decide which percept occurs in f/g assignment when two shape on each side of a border are competing for the ownership of that shared border. The shape with stronger axiality tends to win the border ownership in this competition. Moreover, the skeleton of the figural side, i.e., a global structure of the shape, perceptually own the local contour points of that shape. This suggests that the human visual system uses the MAP skeleton to integrate global and local features of shape and to resolve the assignment of the bounding contour between two regions so that this system achieves the ultimate interpretation of surface structure of occluding relations in a scene.
